Production title: 

**SURJODAYER GAAN**
*(Song of Sunrise)*

Artists on stage: 
*Jyoti Sinha, Aruna Sinha, Suchana Sinha, Arthy Sinha, Nishita Ratri, Afrina Khanom Ove, Sumiya Khanom Kakon*

Recitation: *Jyoti Sinha*
Musical Vocal: *Sharmila Sinha*

Camera: *Suprom & Ajay*
Audio: *Shubhra*
Management: *Uzzal Singha*

*The poetic verses taken from a poem of Rabindranath Tagore*

Concept & Direction

*Shuvashis Sinha*

The concept portrays the new ray of arising from the darkness of reality. Shuvashis Sinha tried to blend the folk flute-tune of Bangladesh, the soul-touching and heart awakening verse of Noble lariat Rabindranath Tagore and the traditional tune of ethnic community Manipuri. In performance design Shuvashis Sinha tried to use poetic body movement, Manipuri mudra and rhythm and theatrical modern gestures.